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Seal Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Lure and Loathing of Women's
Magazines, Jennifer Nelson, Glamour. Cosmo. SELF. Ladies' Home Journal. Vogue. In an industry
that has been in a downward spiral for years, these magazines--and other women--focused
magazines like them--have not only retained their readership, they've increased it. Every month, five
million-plus women peel back the slick cover of their favorite magazine to thumb through pages
filled with tidings and advice about fashion, beauty, sex, relationships, dieting, health, and lifestyle.
But do women's magazines offer valuable information, or do they merely peddle fluff and fantasy--
and in either case, do women take their messages to heart? In Airbrushed Nation, Jennifer Nelson--a
longtime industry insider--exposes the naked truth behind the glossy pages of women's magazines,
both good and bad. Nelson delves deep into the world of glossies, explaining the ways in which these
magazines have been positive for women, highlighting the ways in which their agendas have been
misguided, and asking the questions that have long gone unasked: What do women think and
believe about the retouched photos, the ubiquitous sex advice, the constant offensive on aging, and
the fantasy fashion spreads featuring unaffordable clothing and accessories? Do the...
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A fresh eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. I am delighted to inform you that this is the greatest
book i have read through during my individual existence and may be he very best publication for ever.
-- Er a  Thom pson-- Er a  Thom pson

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any article writer. I have read and that i am certain that i am going to planning to go through once
again once more in the foreseeable future. I realized this publication from my i and dad advised this pdf to find out.
-- Rusty Ha m ill Sr .-- Rusty Ha m ill Sr .
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